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Section 1: Overview of Electrical Flow 4HU"

Voltage is a measure of an electrical potential, similar in concept to the measure of 4OV"

altitude. It does not make sense to discuss voltage (or, for that matter, the presence of an 4O!"

electrical hazard) without giving the reference point to which the voltage is measured. For 4O3"

example, sea level is commonly chosen as a reference point for other measurements of altitude. 4O4"

Saying that a person fell to an altitude of zero feet has no meaning without knowing the starting 4OC"

altitude. Electricity is a flow of small charged particles, or carriers, from a higher to a lower 4OG"

voltage. Like an object falling on earth, a carrier that “falls” from a higher to a lower voltage 4OH"

converts the change in potential energy into kinetic energy. The change in the electrical “altitude” 4OO"

(voltage) conveys the danger of the situation. 4OR"

Modern biphasic defibrillators use two self-adhesive electrodes that are connected to the 4OU"

patient’s front and back near the heart. The electrodes are placed and sized to ensure that the 4RV"

energy is transferred efficiently to the heart to maximize the probability of defibrillation while 4R!"

simultaneously minimizing the chance of thermal burns resulting from poor contact. The amount 4R3"

of energy in a defibrillation pulse is substantial. A commonly applied defibrillation dose is 360 4R4"

joules, equivalent to the amount of energy created when a gallon of milk is dropped from three 4RC"

stories. Furthermore, the defibrillation energy is delivered over a short time (10-20 milliseconds), 4RG"

similar to the gallon of milk falling onto a hard surface. 4RH"

Power is defined as energy divided by the amount of time over which the energy is 4RO"

delivered. Thus, defibrillation machines also deliver a large amount of power—on the order of 4RR"

25 kW, equivalent to the power provided by a small car engine. 4RU"

Conventional teaching is that “Amps Kill.” However, this admonition does not 4UV"

adequately encompass the total risk that rescuers face in the setting of defibrillation. The 4U!"
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application of electrical shock to healthy individuals can induce arrhythmias, most commonly 4U3"

ventricular fibrillation.  4U4"

Previous studies investigating HOD concentrated on the amount of “leakage current”; 4UC"

however, the concept of leakage current is of marginal utility for determining the danger of the 4UG"

short, intense waveforms of defibrillation, because duration and frequency are important factors 4UH"

in determining the danger posed by inadvertent patient contact.[17] 4UO"

The duration of a current plays an important role in understanding the risk of exposure 4UR"

to an electrical current. Human bodies can store up to about 0.005 joules of static electricity, 4UU"

which seems small compared with defibrillation; however, when discharge occurs, the peak CVV"

currents can be several amps. Looking at simply the peak-current magnitude yields an incorrect CV!"

conclusion about the danger of static electric discharge because the total energy depends not CV3"

only on the instantaneous current but also the time over which the current is delivered. Because CV4"

of the short duration of a pulse of static electricity, it is not generally dangerous: the total energy CVC"

is low. CVG"

Relatively high currents are used routinely in electro-cauterization but at much higher CVH"

frequencies (100 kHz to 5 MHz).[26] At high frequencies, muscles and nerves are unable to CVO"

respond quickly enough to the pulsed current, making the electrical current less harmful and less CVR"

likely to induce ventricular fibrillation.[16, 27] In addition, higher-frequency currents tend to CVU"

remain on the surface of a conductor (e.g., a body) due to the skin effect, which further C!V"

minimizes the danger of the high-frequency pulses. Even when the currents are sustained for a C!!"

lengthy period and are of substantial magnitude, the physiologic effect is minimal because the C!3"

frequency is high. C!4"

Since frequency and time are critical parameters in evaluating the danger posed by C!C"

electrical shock, we propose to define and use the metric of RRD, in conjunction with results C!G"

from the literature, to determine a safety threshold for HOD.[15] Specifically, since the C!H"

defibrillator delivers a controlled dose of energy optimized to effect a change in heart rhythm, C!O"
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incidental electrical contact causes the total energy dose to be shared between the patient and the C!R"

rescuer. When the dose is shared, the time and frequency content of the shared dose are identical C!U"

to the primary dose applied to the patient, differing only in the magnitude of the dose in joules. C3V"

By using RRD, the rescuer safety margin may be estimated as the energy exposure in joules C3!"

compared with the dose required to induce arrhythmias. C33"
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